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Albright College Lecture to Explore Law and Philosophy of Sports
A number of timely questions surround law, philosophy and sports, ranging from the legality of sporting game rules to the rationality of sports fandoms. Speakers Mitchell Berman, J.D., and David Papineau, Ph.D., will aim to answer several of the questions pertaining to law, philosophy, sports and how they all intertwine, during this free lecture at Albright College.

Gannon announces partnership with tech company
The university announced that Extreme Networks, a California-based technology company, will establish a training center on the third floor, where it will provide students with millions of dollars worth of free training over the life of a 10-year agreement.

La Salle University, Merck Partner to Prepare Students for Careers in Life Science Industry
La Salle University and multinational pharmaceutical giant Merck have teamed up with Pathway for Patient Health to offer a suite of new courses aimed at preparing undergraduate students for careers in the life science industry.

Johnson, UScranton and Wilkes talk graduation and job placement
One thing that’s common across the board is that even beyond graduation, these schools are still resources after you take off the cap and gown. Higher education doesn’t want you to just stay in school to get you in the right place. They want you to stay in touch.

Emmy Award-winner Rodney Whittenberg to perform at Chestnut Hill College
Award-winning musical producer, songwriter, filmmaker and composer Rodney Whittenberg is coming to Chestnut Hill College on Thursday, February 27 to perform his new, one-man show, "How I Discovered I Was Black...Because Everyone Keeps Reminding Me."
Professor delving into culinary world at Chatham’s Eden Hall campus in Richland
Veda Sankaran loves to combine the cuisine of India with traditional comfort foods of this country, but the term fusion bothers her. She may be drawing from both what her family prepared and what she ate growing up in Altoona after moving to the United States in the late 1970s, but she’s not fusing anything. She’s simply cooking and telling her own story through food.

Creating A Championship Culture At Lafayette College
In discussing the strategy behind the rollout of the plan, Freeman and Vice-President Annette Diorio, gave me details on the process of conceiving, designing and implementing this unique roadmap. Through looking at this model and comparing it to their own strategic plan, college athletics managers taking on a similarly new role can see another alternative to leading their own department.

Susquehanna University to stage ‘Last Summer at Bluefish Cove’
“This play is about the camaraderie between a group of close friends. Everyone has experienced that,” said Katy Trunz, a senior and the student-director of this Mainstage Production. “It’s not just about their being lesbians. It’s their being connected and friends through this experience that they all get to share.”

Misericordia University students study in South Africa
Between visits to Robben Island, site of the prison that housed Nelson Mandela, and a tour of the Soweto Apartheid Museum, four Misericordia University students gained firsthand insights into business operations from an international perspective during an eight-day study abroad program to South Africa.

Deal with online giant threatens Pennsylvania colleges, Moody’s warns
Moody’s Investors Service rates the bonds of many universities around the country and it issued a report on Jan. 27, 2020 calling Southern New Hampshire’s incursion into the Keystone State “credit negative” for all of Pennsylvania’s four-year colleges, from Penn State to Temple University.